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1 How Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 2020 - 2021 Fully-Activated Appliance (in short “appliance” in
this script), hence you will need such an appliance to make use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the appliance within 1-2 hours from
https://cal.sap.com > Solutions > SAP S/4HANA <Your Release> Fully-Activated Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note 2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809-system-in-a-fraction-ofthe-usual-setup-time/

Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for information about necessary
preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full functionality of your appliance.
These steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.
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2 Purpose
Demand Driven Material Requirements Planning (DDMRP) is an innovative multi-echelon pull methodology to plan
inventories and materials. It enables a company to build more closely to actual market requirements and
promotes better and quicker decisions and actions at the planning and execution level.
Demand-driven replenishment (DD) helps you plan and manage supply chains efficiently based on customer
demand, rather than through traditional MRP procedures. It helps create the basis for a reliable material flow by
defining buffers at strategically important points and adjusting these buffers regularly.
Products along all BOM levels are classified based on average demand, lead time, BOM usage, and variability to
identify whether they are relevant for demand-driven replenishment.
A well-balanced buffer level is proposed for DD-relevant products to ensure that they are sufficiently stocked to
meet average demand, but in low enough quantities to prevent excessive storage costs or losses due to expiry.
A dedicated app helps planners manage safety stock, reorder point and maximize stock through the buffer level
proposals. On an operational base, the replenishment of DD-relevant products is ensured by using a new, demanddriven MRP procedure based on buffer levels resulting in optimal replenishment orders.
DDMRP uses strategic decoupling points to drive supply order generation and management throughout a supply
chain.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategic decoupling: De-coupling the supply chain creates independence between processes or entities
and is the only way to stop the bullwhip effect, mitigate variability and compress lead times.
Buffer sizing: Buffer sizing is the shock absorber to ease both supply and demand variability and reduce or
eliminate the bullwhip effect.
Dynamic adjustments: A dynamic adjustment of the buffer profiles further calms the supply chain and
smooths operating for all variabilities within a set period.
Demand-driven planning: Demand-driving planning comprises generating supply orders by evaluating
actual inventory, stock that has been ordered but not received, and qualified sales order demand.
Visible and collaborative execution: When users have visibility into inventory through alerts that track
usage, ordering lead times and material delivery can be synchronized.

This demo story focuses on Demand-Driven Buffer Level Management as well as using predictive material and
resource planning (pMRP) to generate PIRs for buffered sub-components for Average daily usage (ADU)
calculation.
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3 Prerequisites
This section summarizes all the prerequisites for conducting the demo in terms of systems, users, master data, organizational
data, other test data and business conditions.

3.0 System Access
System

Details

System

Access via SAP Fiori launchpad is described in S/4HANA Fully Activated Appliance Quick Guide or your system
administrator provides you with the URL to access the various apps assigned to your role. Please refer to “Chapter 1
How Can This Script Be Used” in this document for links to more information about accessing an instance of the
S/4HANA Fully-Activated Trial System.

3.1 User and Roles
In this demo script, you may execute the script using the provided Demo User and Password as follows:
•
•

User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1

Otherwise, assign the following business roles to your individual test users.
Note The following roles are provided as example roles from SAP and are assigned to the Demo User. You can use these roles as
templates to create your own roles or users.
Name (Role)

ID (Role)

Description (Space)

Internal Sales Representative

SAP_BR_INTERNAL_SALES_REP

Internal Sales

Production Planner

SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR

Production Planning

Production Supervisor - Discrete
Manufacturing

SAP_BR_PRODN_SUPERVISOR_DISC

Discrete Manufacturing Execution

Production Operator - Discrete
Manufacturing

SAP_BR_PRODN_OPTR_DISC

Discrete Manufacturing Execution

Warehouse Clerk

SAP_BR_WAREHOUSE_CLERK

Inventory Processing

Inventory Manager

SAP_BR_INVENTORY_MANAGER

Inventory Management

3.2 Master Data, Organizational Data, and Other Data
The organizational structure and master data of your company has been created in your system during activation. The
organizational structure reflects the structure of the demo company. The master data represents materials, customers, and
vendors, for example, depending on the operational focus of the demo company.
Materials
Data

Sample Value

Details

Material

F-10A

FIN10A, MTS-DDMRP, PD

Material

F-10B

FIN10B, MTS-DDMRP, PD

Material

S-201

SEMI201, MTS, D1, Subassembly

Material

S-202

SEMI202, MTS, D1

Material

S-301

SEMI301, MTS, PD, Subassembly

Comments
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Data

Sample Value

Details

Comments

Material

R-302

RAW302, PD

Material

R-401

RAW401, D1

Plant

1710

Plant 1 US

Storage Location

171A

Std. storage 1

Storage Location

171B

Std. storage 2

Storage Location

171C

Raw mat. sto. loc.

Bill of Material Structure
This overview shows the bill of material structure and the usage of each component if you have activated all optional
enhancements.
Material

Level

Material Type

Unit

Characteristics of Material

F-10A

0

FERT

PC

Finished goods

S-201

1

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods as decoupling point

S-301

2

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods as decoupling point

R-401

3

RAW

PC

External procured

R-302

2

RAW

PC

External procured

F-10B

0

FERT

PC

Finished goods

S-201

1

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods as decoupling point

S-301

2

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods as decoupling point

R-401

3

RAW

PC

External procured

R-302

2

RAW

PC

External procured

S-202

1

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods as decoupling point

Material

Level

Material Type

Unit

Characteristics of Material

F-20A

0

FERT

PC

Finished goods

S-210

1

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods

S-310

2

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods

R-410

3

RAW

PC

External procured

R-412

3

RAW

PC

External procured

S-208

1

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods

S-315

2

SEMI

PC

Semi-finished goods

R-411

3

RAW

PC

External procured

R-311

2

RAW

PC

External procured

Optional Enhancements

Optional Enhancements
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4 Preliminary Steps
This process step shows you how to identify whether it is the first time to run DDMRP scenario.
If yes, then proceed with preliminary step Create Initial Data (Optional) to create transaction data for buffered products.
If no, then skip preliminary step Create Initial Data (Optional).
Buffered product is a product or component for which the stock is dynamically managed using buffer levels based on green, yellow
and red buffer zones.
Buffer level is a properly managed buffer which ensures that a product or component is sufficiently stocked to meet average
demand, but in low enough quantities to prevent excessive storage costs or losses due to expiry.

4.0 Check Buffer Level Status
What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Manage
Buffer Levels app and
filter by product and
choose Go.
Editing Status: All
Product: S-201; S202; R-401
Plant 1710
Max Stock Deviation:
<Blank>

In the Buffers list,
check whether buffer
level results of 3 DDrelevant products is
displayed.
A. If the product is
missing, this is the first
time to test the
scenario for such
product, so there is no
transaction data in
system now, proceed
to preliminary step

Create Initial Data
(Optional) to create
transaction data for
DD-relevant products
(buffered products).
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What to Do

What You Will See

B. If all products
display, then it is not
the first time to test
scenario, skip preliminary step Create Initial

Data (Optional)

4.1 Create Initial Data (Optional)
This process step shows you how to create initial data for Demand-Driven Replenishment products (DD-relevant
products/buffered products) to calculate average daily usage.
1.

Average daily usage (ADU) is defined as average usage of a product or component on a daily basis, calculated based on the
demand over a selected averaging interval. It is the average quantity for goods issue of a specific product in the horizon
days.

2.

Buffered products are products for which the stock is dynamically managed using buffer levels based on green, yellow and
red buffer zones.

In our scenario, we assume R-401 is a buffered product with only historical consumption data, so we create initial stock and post
goods issue for it.
We also assume S-201 is a new buffered product without any historical data, so we maintain PIRs in the future.
We also assume S-202 is a buffered with both historical consumption value and future PIRs, so we create initial stock and post
goods issue and maintain PIRs for it.
If there is no goods issue posted during the horizon days for past or no PIRs during the horizon days for future, then ADU equals to
zero, and it could impact the results of buffer level calculation.
Please always verify that you have both inventories posted as well as goods issue(s) for any date within the last 10 days available in
your system. It might happen that only inventory is already available, but no goods issue has been posted for the last 10 days.

4.1.1 Create Initial Stock for Buffered Products
What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Manage
Stock app and choose
the following entries
Product: S-202
Plant 1710
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the screen, you can
check Storage
Location, UnrestrictedUse Stock, Blocked
Stock, Stock in Quality
Inspection.
Choose Unrestricted Use Stock icon for
relevant storage
location
Storage Location: 171B

If current quantity for S-202 in storage location 171B is enough, then skip the next step.
Make the following
entries and choose
Post:
Document Date:
<Today’s date - 1
Day>
Posting Date:
<Today’s date - 1
Day>
Stock Change:
Initial Entry
Quantity: <Quantity>,
for example, 100
The message Material document XXX created displays. The stock has been added.
Adjust the Quantity value to ensure the updated Unrestricted-Use Stock quantity for buffered
products S-202 is 200.
Repeat Steps above for
buffered product R401 and storage
location 171C.
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4.1.2 Post Goods Issue for Buffered Products
This process step shows you how to create goods issue for buffered products S-202 & R-401 for average daily usage calculation.

What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Post Goods
Movement app and
choose Goods IssueOther.

Make the following
entries & choose Enter:
Document Date:
<Today’s date - 1
Day>

Posting Date: <Today’s
date - 1 Day>

Movement type: 201
Material: S-202
Quantity: <Quantity>,
for example, 100
Plant: 1710
Storage Location: 171B
On the Account
Assignment tab:
Cost Center: <Cost
Center>
you can search with
company code 1710,
and choose cost
center, for example,
17101301.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Choose Check and
then Choose Post:

These message Document is ok displays.

The message Material document XXX created displays.
Repeat Steps above for
buffered product R401 and storage
location 171C.
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4.1.3 Maintain PIRs for Components
We will generate PIRs for buffered sub-components (S-201 & S-202) for Average daily usage (ADU) calculation, it uses predictive
material and resource planning (pMRP).
Predictive Material and Resource Planning (pMRP) enables you to create, schedule, and evaluate pMRP simulations that support
you in taking informed decisions for your production planning.
pMRP is a new functionality from SAP. It helps you to identify potential capacity issues and to evaluate possible solutions as early
as possible based on a simplified requirements plan using a simplified material requirements algorithm. As a result of the
simulation, production planners are prepared to take decisions on changed conditions, for example with regard to requirement
planning, resource plans, preproduction, or make-or-buy decisions.
You can create and schedule pMRP simulations with your top-level demands and resource constraints. During the simulation
creation, the system creates simplified data based on your forecasted product demand and master data for material and resourceplanning, which is used as reference data in pMRP.
After the creation, you can process and evaluate your simulation. Capacity issues and a delivery performance KPIs are updated to
enable you to compare your simulated changes so you can assess the impact of changes to your simulation.
Finally, after you decide which simulation is best for your production plan, you can take over the resulting component demand and
release it to your operational data as planned independent requirements.
Alternatively, the PIRs can be manually created by executing steps in Chapter 4.1.3.1 below directly for buffered products S-201 &
S-202.

4.1.3.1

Maintain PIRs for Finished Goods

In this step, PIRs are maintained for finished goods F-10A and F-10B.
What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Maintain PIRs
app and enter the
following
Material: F-10A and
F-10B
Plant 1710
Planning period W
Version Active Yes
Click on the arrow to
maintain the PIRs for
the material.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In this screen click Edit
and the PIR quantities
can be then edited
then Save.
On the Edit PIRs
screen, enter
quantities per period,
for example:

1. PIR for F-10A:
0 for
current
period, 70
for next 3
periods

2. PIR for F-10B:
0 for
current
period ,105
for next 3
periods

Repeat the steps
above for S-201 and
S-202.

Initialize all the PIRs for S-201 and S-202 into zero.
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4.1.3.2

Schedule pMRP Simulation Creation

What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Schedule

pMRP Simulation
Creation app and
choose Create to
create a new
application job.

In the 1. Template
Selection area, enter
the following entries:
Job Template:
Creation of pMRP
Data via Top
Level Materials
Job Name: Creation
of pMRP Data for
F10-A and F10-B,
and press the Step 2
button.
In the 2. Scheduling
Option area, maintain
the following entries:
Start Immediately:
<select>
and press the Step 3
button.
In the 3. Parameters
area, make the
following entries.

Please replace MMDD with today’s date, for example, if the date is November 19th,
then MMDD = 1119.

For Selection Criteria
subarea:
ID for Reference Plan:
DEMO_PMRP_REFE_MM
DD
Bucket Category: W
Start Date of Reference:
<Today’s Date + 1
day>
End Date of Reference:
<Today’s Date + 5
weeks>
Simulation ID:
DEMO_PMRP_SIM_MMD
D
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What to Do

What You Will See

Simulation Description:
DEMO_PMRP_SIM_MMD
D
For Object Selection
subarea:
Plant: 1710
Material: F-10A, F10B
For Document Data
subarea:
Opening Stock:
<blank>
Then choose Check.
If there are no error
messages, choose
Schedule.
A new job is created
and displayed in the
Application Jobs table.

After the run there will
be a Log and the
Results of the run
shown.

Click on Log shows
each step the
scheduled run has
made. (in case of an
error in the run,
detailed information
will be shown here).
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4.1.3.3

Process pMRP Simulations

What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Process

pMRP Simulations app.

On the Process pMRP
Simulations screen,
filter the simulation
and choose Go.
Create on: <Today’s
date>
Click on the arrow to
analyze the simulation.

The initial screen will
show the affected
materials (in this
example F10-A and
F10-B).

Clicking on Simulation
Views and selecting

Simulation
Components to show
all the planned subcomponents.
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the Process pMRP
Simulations screen,
choose Release for the
copied simulation.
On the Release screen,
make following entries
and choose Release.
On the Release screen,
make following entries:
Create PIRs for
Demand-Driven MRP
Components: X
Create PIRs for TopLevel Materials: X
Requirement Version
for Top-Level Materials:
00 Requirements
Plan
Version Active for TopLevel Materials: Yes
Choose Release.
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4.1.3.4

Check PIRs for Components

What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Maintain PIRs
app and enter the
following:
Material: S-201; S202
Plant 1710
Planning period W
Version Active Yes
Click on the arrow icon
(in the red box on the
screen shot) to
maintain the PIRs for
the material.

In this screen, check
the generated PIRs for
S-201 and S-202.
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5 Demand-Driven Buffer Level Management
This process step shows you how to calculate three kinds of classification to make strategic buffer positioning for demand-driven
replenishment materials.
In other words, we could check the classification results to decide whether a material shall be positioned as a buffered product.
In our current standard scenario, to ease your understanding and testing complexity, we have set three materials S-201 (in-house
production), S-202 (external procurement) and R-401 (external procurement) as buffered products by default.

5.0 Buffer Positioning
5.0.1 Schedule Product Classification
This process step shows you how to classify your products by systematically evaluating them based on their goods issue value
(ABC classification), usage across BOMs (PQR classification) and variation in actual demand (XYZ classification) across a specified
evaluation interval. Classifying your products helps identify whether they are relevant for Demand-Driven Replenishment and
define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their
classifications up to date, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with Demand-Driven Replenishment.
•

•

•

Classification type 1: Value (ABC, A for high, B for medium, C for low)
Value is the percentage radio of absolute value for the specific material to whole absolute value in the plant. (Absolute
value is relevant with price and consumption in past several days)
Classification type 2: Variability (XYZ, X for low, Y for medium, Z for high)
XYZ Classification: Classifying a product or component into type X, Y or Z based on the variation in its goods issue value,
with products classified as type X having the lowest variation and products classified as type Z having the highest
variation.
Variability is the coefficient of variation for consumption, which is the percentage radio of sample standard deviation to
sample mean of daily consumption in past several days.
Classification type 3: BoM Usage (PQR, P for high, Q for medium, R for low).
PQR Classification: Classifying a product or component into type P, Q or R based on its usage in BOMs, with products
classified as type P being used in the highest number of BOMs and products classified as type R being used in the lowest
number of BOMs.
BoM usage is the number that the product works as the BoM component.

What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Schedule

Product Classification
(DD) app and choose
Create to create a new
application job.
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What to Do

What You Will See

In the Template
Selection area, enter
the following entries:
Job Template: Product
Classification
for Demand-Driven
Replenishment
Job Name: Product
Classification
for Demand-Driven
Replenishment
and press the Step 2
button.
In the 2. Scheduling
Option area, maintain
the following entries:
Start Immediately:
<select>
and press the Step 3
button.
In the 3. Parameters
area, make the
following entries.
For Selection Criteria
subarea:
Product: S-201, S202, R-401
Plant: 1710
Number of Days (Past):
for example, 10
For Parameters
subarea, make the
following entries:

As product S-201 is new material with no historical data, thus classification of value and
variability for product S-201 could have some problem, please just ignore the error.

I. Thresholds for Value
(ABC) Classification
A (High): for example,
70
B (Medium): for
example, 20
C (Low): for example,
10
II. Thresholds for BoM
Usage (PQR)
Classification
BOM Usage: X (if
unmarked, then PQR
parameter can’t be
maintained)
P (High): for example, 3
Q (Medium): for
example, 2
R (Low): maintained by
default and unchanged

You could adjust the classification parameters with the real business requirement.
The parameter values you enter here are all thresholds for classification calculation.

III. Thresholds for
Variability (XYZ)
Classification
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What to Do

What You Will See

Coefficient of Variation:
X (if unmarked, then
XYZ parameter can’t
be maintained)
X (Low): for example,
0.2
Y (Medium): for
example, 0.5
Z (High): Maintained by
default and unchanged
Maintain Logs: X
Parallel Processing: X
Then choose Check. If
there are no error
messages, choose
Schedule.
A new job is created
and displayed in the
Application Jobs table.

If there is any error like 'No per day consumption data found for material XXX', please ensure you
have transaction data in past period (as you entered, for example 10 days). If no transaction data
in the specific period, please refer to preliminary step Create Initial Data (Optional) to execute.

After the run there will
be a Log and the
Results of the run
shown.

Click on Log shows
each step the
scheduled run has
made. (in case of an
error in the run,
detailed information
will be shown here).
If there is any error like 'No per day consumption data found for material XXX', please ensure you
have transaction data in past period (as you entered, for example 10 days). If no transaction data
in the specific period, please refer to preliminary step Create Initial Data (Optional) to execute.
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5.0.2

Mass Maintenance of Products

This process step shows you how to display and change product details (master data records) relevant to Demand-Driven
Replenishment. After you have classified or reclassified your products, you can view the results of the classifications in this app,
decide whether the material is relevant for strategic stock positioning. You can use the mass change feature to change the master
data records for several products simultaneously.
ABC Classification: Classifying a product or component into type A, B or C based on its goods issue value, with products classified
as type A having the largest goods issue value and products classified as type C having the smallest goods issue value.
XYZ Classification: Classifying a product or component into type X, Y or Z based on the variation in its goods issue value, with
products classified as type X having the lowest variation and products classified as type Z having the highest variation.
PQR Classification: Classifying a product or component into type P, Q or R based on its usage in BOMs, with products classified as
type P being used in the highest number of BOMs and products classified as type R being used in the lowest number of BOMs.

What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Mass

Maintenance of
Products (DD) app and
filter by product and
choose Go.
Product: R-401
Plant: 1710

In the Products area,
please kindly check the
classification results.
The Value Indicator,
Variability Indicator,
Lead Time Indicator,
BOM Usage Indicator,
MRP Type for the
products display.

In real business scenario, customer could adapt the filter conditions, for example filter by
classification results or filter by candidates of buffered products, then you could decide whether
the material is relevant for strategic stock positioning.
In our best practice scenario, we have already set S-201, S-202, S-203 & R-401 as buffered
products (with MRP type D1) by default, you could just check the classification results for them in
this activity, and proceed the Buffer Sizing chapter later.

Repeat Steps above for
products S-201 and
S-202.
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5.0.3

Check Buffer Positioning

This process step shows you how to monitor and decide which products to buffer and unbuffer by checking buffer analysis.
In our test script, we keep pre-delivered buffer positioning for S-201, S-202 & R-401 to make the scenario stable for testing.

What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Buffer
Positioning app and
filter by product and
choose Go.
Product: S-201; S202; R-401
Plant: 1710
In the Products area,
you can see MRP Type,
Buffered,
Classifications, Product
Type, Lead Time,
Decoupled Lead Time
for the filtered
products.

If you are the first tester, the Decoupled Lead Time could remain blank.
Choose all the filtered
products.
Choose Calculate DLT,
check the updated
value in column
Decoupled Lead Time.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Check the buffer
analysis details for
filtered product.
Choose the row for
product, for example,
S-201 and R-401.

5.1 Buffer Sizing
This process step shows you how to calculate buffer levels – maximum stock level, reorder point and safety stock for buffered
products.
•
•
•

Maximum stock - the cumulative sum of the quantities of the red, yellow and green zones, denoting the suggested stock
buffer level above which the stored inventory quantity can be considered as excessive
Reorder point - the cumulative sum of the quantities of the red and yellow zones, which indicates a need for replenishment
of the stock buffer, that is, creation of a supply order, whenever the available stock falls below this point
Safety stock - the minimum recommended stock buffer level that should be maintained, denoted by the buffer value at the
top of the red zone

5.1.1 Schedule Lead Time Classification of Products
This process step shows you how to classify your Demand-Driven Replenishment-relevant products by evaluating them based on
their Decoupled Lead Time (EFG classification) across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products based on their
Decoupled Lead Time (DLT) will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your
products periodically to keep their classifications up to date, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with Demand-Driven
Replenishment.
Classification type 4: Lead Time (EFG, E for short, F for medium, G for long)
Classifying a product or component into type E, F or G based on its decoupled lead time, with products classified as type E having
the shortest decoupled lead time and products classified as type G having the longest decoupled lead time. An EFG classification is
typically used together with the procurement type for a product or component.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Schedule

Lead Time
Classification of
Products (DD) app and
choose Create to
create a new
application job.

In the 1. Template
Selection area, enter
the following entries:
Job Template:
Decoupled Lead
Time (EFG)
Classification of
Products (DD)
Job Name: Decoupled
Lead Time (EFG)
Classification of
Products (DD)
and press the Step 2
button.
In the 2. Scheduling
Operation area,
maintain the fallowing
entries:
Start Immediately
<select> then click
on Define Recurrence
Pattern button and
maintain the fallowing
entries:
Start Immediately
<select>
Recurrence Pattern:
Single Run.
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What to Do

What You Will See

Then press step 3
button.

In the 3. Parameters
area, make the
following entries.
For Selection Criteria
subarea:
Product: S-201, S202, R-401
Plant: 1710
Number of Days (Past):
for example, 10
For Parameters
subarea, make the
following entries:
DLT Thresholds for
Make (in Days) (E): 2
DLT Thresholds for
Make (in Days) (F): 4
DLT Thresholds for Buy
(in Days) (E): 2
DLT Thresholds for Buy
(in Days) (F): 4
DLT Thresholds for
Transfer (in Days) (E): 2
DLT Thresholds for
Transfer (in Days) (F): 4
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What to Do

What You Will See

Maintain Logs: X
Parallel Processing: X
Then choose Check. If
there are no error
messages, choose
Schedule.
A new job is created
and displayed in the
Application Jobs table.

After the run there will
be a Log Status and
the Results of the run
shown.

Click on Log shows
each step the
scheduled run has
made. (In case of an
error in the run,
detailed information
will be shown here).
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5.1.2 Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation
This process step shows you how to generate buffer (stock) level proposals for your Demand-Driven Replenishment-relevant
products based on their average daily usage, decoupled lead time, buffer profiles and several other factors. Additionally, you can
schedule runs to recalculate the buffer proposals periodically to keep them up to date, so that you maintain appropriate levels of
inventory while using Demand-Driven Replenishment.
What to Do

What You Will See

Open the Schedule

Buffer Proposal
Calculation app and
choose Create to
create a new
application job.

In the 1. Template
Selection area, enter
the following entries:
Job Template: Buffer
Proposal
Calculation for
Demand-Driven
Replenishment
Job Name: Buffer
Proposal
Calculation for
Demand-Driven
Replenishment
and press the Step 2
button.
In the 2. Scheduling
Option area, maintain
the following entries:
Start Immediately:
<select>
and press the Step 3
button.
In the 3. Parameters
area, make the
following entries.
For Selection Criteria
subarea:
Plant: 1710
Product: S-202, R-401
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What to Do
For Automated
Proposal Processing
Options subarea, make
the following entries:

What You Will See

(Screenshot repeated for easier reading)

Adopt with Tolerance:
blank
Allow decrease up
to %: blank
Allow increase up
to %: blank
Always Adopt
Proposals: blank
Do not Adopt
Proposals: X
In the Average Daily
Usage area, make the
following entries:
Based on Fixed Interval:
X
Based on Rolling
Interval: blank
In the Decoupled Lead
Time area, make the
following entries:
Reuse values from
Prod. Master: blank
Recalculate: X
In the Job Parameters
area, make the
following entries:
Maintain Logs: X
Parallel Processing:
Blank
Then choose Check. If
there are no error
messages, choose
Schedule.
A new job is created
and displayed in the
Application Jobs table.
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What to Do

What You Will See

After the run there will
be a Log and the
Results of the run
shown.

Click on Log shows
each step the
scheduled run has
made. (in case of an
error in the run,
detailed information
will be shown here).

Repeat step above for
product S-201.
However, in the
Average Daily Usage
area, make the
following entries:
Based on Fixed
Internal: blank
Based on Rolling
Interval: X
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5.1.3 Manage Buffer Levels
This process step shows you how to ensure that products are available when needed by managing the safety stock, reorder point
and maximum stock through buffer proposals for optimized Demand-Driven Replenishment. Buffer level proposals are necessary
to adjust the buffer levels to the ever-changing reality and thereby ensure that a product is sufficiently stocked to meet average
demand, but in low enough quantities to prevent excessive storage costs or losses due to expiry. Buffer level is a properly managed
buffer that ensures a product or component is sufficiently stocked to meet average demand, but in low enough quantities to
prevent excessive storage costs or losses due to expiry.
A buffer level proposal is a well-balanced buffer level proposed by the Manage Buffer Levels app to ensure that a product or
component is sufficiently stocked to meet average demand, but has a low enough quantity to prevent excessive storage costs or
losses due to expiry.
What to Do

What You Will See

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: S4H_DDR_DEM
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100
Open the Manage
Buffer Levels app and
filter by product and
choose Go.
Editing Status: All
Product: S-201; S202; R-401
Plant 1710
Max Stock Deviation:
<Blank>

In the Buffers area, the
buffer levels of 3
buffered products
display.
You could choose
Setting to adjust the
displayed columns on
the screen.
You could see Max.
Stock Today, Buffer
Levels (Historical and
Proposed), Average
Daily Usage (Historical
and Future), Change in
DLT, Change in
Variability and
Information columns
by default.

Current Value is the value currently used by DDR process.
Proposed Value is the value that has been calculated in Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation app
by the latest DDR run.
The current and proposed buffer values are used round value for measuring unit PC and EA.

Click on the arrow to
Check Detailed Buffer
Level Status
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What to Do

What You Will See

On the Manage Buffer
Levels screen with
detailed information.
You could see general
product details on the
top of screen, Max.
Stock Deviation,
Change in ADU,
Change in DLT,
Proposal Run On,
Proposal Status and
Buffer Profile.

If you choose the button Adopt, the executed buffer levels results are updated to material master.
The reorder point field and maximum stock level field in MRP1 view, and safety stock field in
MRP2 view will be consistent with the buffer levels from DDR table.
You could manually
adjust buffer levels for
a period Then you can
maintain adjustment
factors, Red Zone,
Yellow Zone and Green
Zone for a specific
period as you required.

Please choose Show Adjustments button in Buffer Levels area, then Zone Adjustments area
displays. – EDIT

Then mark the
checkbox and choose
Save and Adopt in
bottom right

Please choose Edit on the top right of the screen, and then choose Create button.
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What to Do

What You Will See
For example, make following entries and choose Enter.
Period: <this month>
Red Zone: 1.50
Yellow Zone: 1.50
Green Zone: 1.50

Choose Simulate Changes, then you can see that the buffer zones are adjusted in Buffer Levels
area in Planning View.

Then mark the checkbox and choose Save and Adopt in bottom right
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What to Do

What You Will See

Please choose Adopt
for the remaining 2
Products.
Please note down the
Current number of
Max. Stock Today for
S-201, S-202 and R401.
Current Value is the
value currently used by
DDR process.
Current safety stock =
current red zone
Current reorder point =
current red zone +
yellow zone

The Information screen displays to inform you Job XXX has been scheduled. Choose OK. Please
note down the job number and then you can check the job details by choosing Logs in the upper
right.

Current max stock
level = current red
zone + yellow zone +
green zone

This concludes our Demo introduction of the Demand Driven Material Requirements Planning (DDMRP) scenario.
To learn more, visit the SAP Community to read a Product Information Blog, “S/4HANA Demand Driven MRP (DDMRP)
Functionality” here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2019/02/17/s4hana-demand-driven-mrp-ddmrp-functionality/
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